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A Message from Artistic Director, Rosanna Sloan

Hello,

Thank you so much for downloading or picking up one of our Creativity Packs.
We created this pack to entertain families across the nation and encourage
them to get creative with our signature Light UP style games, activities and
challenges.

Light UP is a not for profit organisation, teaching drama to 4 -19 year olds to
boost confidence, creativity and self-esteem. We also run Steppin' UP, a
commercial dance company dedicated to making people of all ages feel body
confident and empowered through movement.

This pack is full of exciting creative challenges to keep the whole family
entertained throughout the Summer. We would love for you to share your
creations with us and to get involved with the competitions for an opportunity
to win prestige and prizes!

Throughout the pack there are a few competition entries and chances to share
what you have done with us online. To share your work, use the hashtag
#LightUPCreativity on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter so we can find your
amazing work! If you'd prefer to not share over social media but would like for
us to view your creations, please e-mail info@lightupdrama.org.uk. 

Take care, stay safe and get creating! 

Want to know more about Light UP?

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter & Instagram
Check out our website  - www.lightupdrama.org.uk

Welcome to your Creativity Pack -
https://youtu.be/iPAQwRAgT7k



1. Paint the two toilet paper tubes whichever
colour you'd like depending on the animal you
wish to create; then let it dry. Cut one tube in
half; one half will be for the head, the other for
the ears.

2. Cut the ears into a long figure of eight shape
out of the cardboard tube, like the one below.
You could make them longer if you want longer
ears or shorter if you want shorter ears. Then
glue them to the top of one side of the head.
Push in the cardboard where the ears are
glued, creating an indent on the head to make
the ears stick up.

 3. Glue 2 lollipop sticks together to form a
cross and set aside.

 4. Punch four holes on the bottom of the body
for the legs and thread two pieces of string
through the leg holes, adding cut bendy straw
pieces for the feet. Knot at each end.

 5. On the opposite side of the tube, punch
holes at both ends of the body; thread a long
piece of string through the body and head. Tie
it to the lollipop stick-cross.

 6. Glue on a cut bendy straw to create a tail
and stick on or draw some eyes. Fantastic!

2 toilet paper tubes 
paint 
paint brush 
hole punch 
bendy plastic straws
string 
2 lollipop sticks 
2 googly eyes
glue
scissors 
coloured or plain paper 

In this Scavenger Hunt you will need to collect the items listed on the
left from around your house to create the puppet on the right! Follow
the instructions carefully and  tick off the items once they have been
found. Use the hashtag #LightUPCreativity to show us your creations! 

Scavenge for these items to
make your very own puppet! 

How to create a puppet

SCAVENGER  HUNT
puppet making

#LightUPCreativity

When creating your puppet think about which
four legged animal you would like to make,
and tweak these instructions to suit. 

Check out the instructional video here: 
https://youtu.be/U1Wopf60UWU



BINGO! Tick off everything you've completed with us at home
and add a few of your own activities to the bingo card. Share
your completed Bingo Cards with us on social media using
the hashtag #LightUPCreativity

Light UP Activity Bingo

Create a
Puppet

Perform a 
monologue

Submit a
Competition

Entry

Write a story
using daily
Inspiration

Have fun with
some garden

activites

Create an
obstacle
course

Perform a
fairytale with
your family

Do Some
Baking!

write a
Poem

Review a
Dance or

Play

make a
bookmark

Play some
Dance Games

paint 
some 
rocks

#LightUPCreativity

Submit your completed bingo cards and we'll pick one card at
random to win a prize! Head to our competitions page at the back

of the pack to find out more! 

Tick off your bingo card with Katy
https://youtu.be/s3PIN0RCpzo

www.lightupdrama.org.uk



A Grumpy Teacher

Main Character Setting Time

A Funny Pirate

An Angry Alien

A Confident Dancer

A Famous Athlete

A talking Animal

The Jungle

A Ship

The Seaside

A Spaceship

A Deserted Island

A Supermarket

Summer Holidays

Year 3000

Christmas Eve

Midnight

1980-1990

Victorian Times

Grab a dice and use the guide below to create a story! Send to us at
info@lightupdrama.org.uk for your chance to win our short
story competition! Head to our competition page for more info. 

Roll and Write  

Main Character Setting Time
A happy chicken

A block of cheese

A famous singer

A giant spider 

A Princess

A Prince 

A pirate ship

New York

Beach

Underwater

A theme park

a drama class

Dinner time

Breaktime

6am

The Stone Age

1920's

After school

#LightUPCreativity
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Words to fill in the blanks:

1.Beautiful / Ugly / Funny / Happy/ Silly / Crazy / Old / Young / Tall / Large 

2. Spider / Giant / Donkey / Witch / Princess / Queen / Girl / Boy

3. Giant / Small / Large / Tiny / Sweet / Smelly / Fluffy

4. Cottage / Dungeon / Swamp / Castle / House / Sea / Woods

For 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 etc, choose as many characters as you have people in your home!)
Cat / Crazy uncle / Grandma / Dog / Pet Fish / Grandpa / Spider / Sister / Brother 

     10. Sea / Jungle / Dessert / Woods / Swimming Pool / School / Park 

     11. Magical / Smelly / Gorgeous / Ancient / Tremendous / Rusty

     12. Make you float! / Make you invisible! / Give you endless amounts of chocolate / 
           Make you laugh! 

     13. Nervously / Excitedly / Happily / Worriedly / Humorously

     14. Money / Balloons / Books / Ants / Monkeys 

     15. Library / School / Zoo / Hospital / Museum / Bus stop 

     16. Heavy / Smelly / Funny / Giggly/ Awkward / Small / Big 

     17. Float / Turn invisible / Find their house filled with chocolate / Laugh and laugh. 

COMPETITION TIME! 

Fairy Tale Stories Use the words below to fill in the missing gaps of the  fairy tale on the
next page.  Once you've finished your story act it out with your
family for a chance to win our Fairy Tale Competition! 

Send us a video of you and your
family performing your fairy-tale 

For a chance to win a trophy and a surprise prize!

Go to our competition page at the back of the 
booklet to find out more 

#LightUPCreativity



Once upon a time, there lived a 1.____________ 2. _____________. They lived in a 3__________4._____________.
They lived with their 5. ____________, 6. __________, 7.___________, 8._____________, 9.____________. One day
the 1.___________ 2._________ and their family decided to take a nice leisurely stroll through the 10.______
__________. Suddenly, they came across a 11.___________ treasure chest. 

5._______ said, ‘I wonder what’s inside!’ 6.___________ replied intriguingly, ‘Perhaps this is the magic
potion!’ 7.____________ said, ‘don’t be silly! You know that is a myth!’. 

2.__________ had always wondered about the magic potion that so many had talked about for so many
years. This magic potion apparently had the ability to 12._____________________________________.

They all gathered around the treasure chest 13._____________. The 1.______________ 2.__________ opened
up the treasure chest and to all of their surprise, it was not the magic potion that they had heard so
many myths about. Instead, the chest contained an endless supply of 14._____________. 

8.___________ asked, ‘what shall we do about this?’ 9._______ said, ‘why don’t we donate them all to the
local 15.____________?’ 

So they all set off on their travels through the 10.____________ to the 15._____________, carrying their
14.___________ with them, although they were very 16._______________.

When they got to the 15.____________, they dropped off their 14.__________ and headed back to their
4.___________, feeling rather sad that they did not discover the mysterious magic potion. 

As they strolled through the 10.____________, 5.____________ said, ‘maybe one day we will find the
potion?’ but the 1.____________ 2.___________ said, ‘it’s a story, a fairytale, it’s not true!’. 

They finally arrived back at their 4.___________ and noticed something waiting for them on the
doorstep. As they got closer and closer, 7.___________ cheered, ‘it’s the potion!’. The 1.__________
2.__________ opened up the bottle, and was very surprised to find that the rumours were true, they
were right all along! And with that the whole family started to 17._________. 

And they lived happily ever after.

#LightUPCreativity

The very very Unique Little Family Fairytale

www.lightupdrama.org.uk



To make your own deck of Daily Writing Inspiration cards,
cut these out and pick one out each day to use to write
your own short stories. Email us your favourites!

Daily Writing Inspirations 

Daily writing Inspiration

#LightUPCreativity

Daily writing Inspiration

Daily writing Inspiration Daily writing Inspiration

Daily writing Inspiration Daily writing Inspiration

Daily writing Inspiration Daily writing Inspiration

Describe a day in a theme
park, think about the
sights, sounds, smells and
rides. 

Our word of the day is
Cattywampus. Find out
what it means and then
write a story using that as
inspiration. 

Call a relative and ask
them to give you three
random words. You must
then use those to help
create a story.

Write a story for children
set in some mystical
woods. 

Our word of the day is
Bamboozle. Find out what
it means and then write a
story using that as
inspiration. 

Tell the story of a
dramatic moment in your
life, but weave in one
secret and one lie. 

Look out the window and
write about what you see,
think about how you can
really describe it. 

Write a story that starts
with 'From then on she
stopped believing'.

Head to our Competition page at the back of the pack to see how you can get your
hands on some prizes just by submitting your story! 



British Sign Language Alphabet

Use our 'handy' guide to learn the sign language alphabet. Its a great
skill to have and easy to learn. There are many situations where sign
language is beneficial to people who aren't deaf or hard of hearing as
well as those who are. When it comes to drama, sign language has
many transferable skills for example the use of facial expressions in
conjunction with sign, are very important  communicating the emotion
and intent behind what the speaker is saying. Sign at its core is the
spelling of words but those that are most effective pair it with emoting
and body language, just the thing every great actor needs too!  

#LightUPCreativity

To learn more, check out Katy's tutorial!
https://youtu.be/t3fspLOkCnA

www.lightupdrama.org.uk



When you next go for a walk, look out for some smooth pebbles. Collect a variety of different
shapes and sizes. You can use pens, markers or paints to create a design inspired by your
favourite West End or Broadway shows! Think: School of Rock or Rock of Ages  or for a pun free
example check out the designs below - can you guess the show? Why not add the
#LightUPCreativity hashtag to your design and hide it for someone else to find? Who knows where
it will go next!

To prepare for this game, you will need to collect
a few items.

Materials: an empty tissue box (which you can
decorate), a belt and some ping pong balls. 

Using scissors, create two horizontal cuts in the
back of the tissue box, roughly 15cm apart (you
may need to get an adult to help you with this).
Feed the belt through the cuts you have just
made to attach the box to the belt. Next, fill the
tissue box with ping pong balls. 

Once you have created your box fasten the
tissue box to yourself using the belt with the
tissue box behind you. The aim of the game is to
get rid of all the ping pong balls in the box by
dancing, jumping, shaking and get your whole
body moving - for more fun put on some music
or make your own as you wiggle! 

If you want to compete against the whole family,
make more boxes and time yourselves to see
who will be the fastest to empty their box! 

Watch this video to see more:
https://youtu.be/zalVKmeBpv8

For this activity you have complete control
and freedom over how you play. 

Start by collecting random objects from
around the garden (making sure they are safe,
of course). This could be garden chairs, a
trampoline, a skipping rope, anything you can
find! 

Decide on how you wish to travel around the
course (leap, jump, sing) and set up your
items around the garden, timing yourself to
see how long it will take you to complete the
circuit. This is a great way to keep fit, exercise
and most importantly have lots of fun!

Watch this video to see more:
https://youtu.be/Uexo-lZOceU 

Rock Painting

Wiggle Box

Garden Crafts and Games 
Check out the next few pages of garden activities and
let us know which ones you enjoy the most, share your
photos with us using #LightUPCreativity.

Obstacle Course

#LightUPCreativity

Watch our video on rock painting here -  https://youtu.be/ZuxUmQ684fI 



Cut out the templates on the next page and use these to trace and then cut out your
own monster feet, ready for MONSTER FEET HOP SCOTCH! These can be drawn on
plain or coloured card or paper, or a mix to create your own version of the game.

We'd suggest making 8-12 monster feet to play. You can play indoors, or out and
challenge your family members to complete the course in the quickest time. Below
are a few example of layouts you could follow or you can mix it up even more to
make it more challenging - you can even add this game to your obstacle course. 

Watch this video to see more: https://youtu.be/k9F-ts1cb7g

START

FINISH

#LightUPCreativity

Monster Feet Hopscotch





Colour in our Light UP colouring sheet for your chance to win a prize!Colouring Contest!



word stacker 
Use these words to create fun sentences, or little poems! Copy them, or cut them
out and arrange them to see what wacky combinations you come up with. You could
also make your own little cards with random words to extend the task.

One Day Once Upon a Time

Stop! Suddenly

In a land far far away

there Their Was

Is A I SA Between That of

All

? !

Like dislike

Cucumber Fridge Trousers Dinner

What Love

Horse

adults

The

Children Water Drama singing

Blue Green Pink Light UP 

Lunch

Steppin UP

Fun Amazing Colourful Lived Danced

Skipped The End However Did not Did

#LightUPCreativity



1) 'Some people are worth melting for'.
2) 'Our fate lives within us, you only have to be brave enough to see it'.
3) It takes a great deal of bravery to stand up to your enemies. But a
great deal more to stand up to your friends'. 
4) 'The problem is not the problem, the problem is our attitude about
the problem'.
5) 'Normal is an illusion, whats normal for the spider is chaos for the fly'. 
6) 'It's so fluffy I'm gonna die'.
7) I like that boulder, that is a nice boulder'. 
8) 'Theres no place like home'.
9) People who are different, their time is coming! Mum, it's changing out
there! You'll like it. People who are different, their time is coming'. 
10) I'm right and you're wrong, i'm big and you're small, and there's
nothing you can do about it'.

1) Who is the only Disney Princess who isn't actually royalty? 
2) In Sleeping Beauty, which character had the least amount of lines? 
3) What was the first released Mickey Mouse cartoon called? 
4) In Beauty and the Beast what is the name of Belle's horse? 
5) In 1929, Mickey spoke his first words. What were they? 
6) In the Little Mermaid 2, What is Ariel's daughter called? 
7) In The Aristocats what are the names of Duchess three kittens? 
8) Who are the only two characters who appear in every star wars movie? 
9) On which planet do we first meet Ray in the Force Awakens? 
10) Which furry species lives on the forest moon of endor? 

 Quiz Time
Challenge your friends and family to a quiz. We also run an online quiz
the last Friday of every month on our Facebook Page if you'd like to join
us live. You can find the answers at the back of this creativity pack.
For more downloadable quiz questions head to our Facebook page.

ROUND 1: GUESS THE MOVIE QUOTE 

ROUND 2: Disney

#LightUPCreativity

/10

/12

www.lightupdrama.org.uk



Use these templates to create your own bookmarks.
Cut out the design of your choice, colour and then use it to mark
your place in your book. Share your creations #LightUPCreativity.

make a 
 bookmark 

#LightUPCreativity

Here's an example of how you could decorate your own bookmark! Think
about how dance makes you feel and how you can express that through
colours and shapes. Or what makes you feel confident, like our classes.

Send us an image of your completed bookmarks and tell us why you chose to
decorate it the way you did.

More details on our Competitons page at the back of the booklet.



Use the links below to view a range of different dance routines.
Pick one and review them using the help sheet below. 

The Steppin' UP Dance Review

The dance I watched today was
 ........................................................................................................................................................................................

In which directions did the dancers move throughout the dance?
(Example: Forward, Backwards, Sideways)

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

Could you describe the different formations and shapes that are used throughout the
dance? 

(Example: Circle, Triangle, Staggered) 
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................

Was the dance slow of fast? ...............................................................................................................................
Were the dance movements sharp or fast? ................................................................................................
What were their levels like? (Example: High/Low) ..................................................................................

If you could tell a story from the dance, what would it be? 
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................

Tell us what you enjoyed about the dance and why? 
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................

If you could encourage some improvements what would you say?
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-o8we0lJptM -
Tommy and Charlie - So You Think You Can Dance 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXoC3avrdY8 -
Tiffany and George- So You Think You Can Dance 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Br25cDY91Ss -
Ashleigh and Jakob- So You Think You Can Dance 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Na4KoxRrZVA -
Tiffany and Cyrus- So You Think You Can Dance 

#LightUPCreativity

be a 
Dance Reviewer



A fun activity we play in our Steppin' UP Classes but
this time you can follow the instructions and do it at
home! 

Formation to Formation

This game is all about shapes and formations of which our dancers stand for a dance
routine. You could either draw your formations or if you have enough family members you
could get them to help you create the different formations together and take a photo. 

Lets play, Formation to formation! 
Draw all the shapes below beneath each scenario. An example would look like this:

You have 5 dancers. Form a circle for section of your Hip Hop dance mix: 

1) You have 3 dancers,  form a TRIANGLE for a section of your dance. 

2) You have 4 dancers, create a SQUARE formation. 

3) You have 10 dancers, create STAGGERED LINES for a music video. 

4) You have 15 dancers, create your initials of your name  (eg. DG) for a
section of the dance you have choreographed. 

#LightUPCreativity



Dance around to your chosen music and get an adult or a sibling to shout out
different emojis like the ones below. When you know which emoji you have, dance
around how you think that emoji would dance, for example: if you are given the
monkey emoji you would dance around the room like a monkey, or if you get the
happy emoji you would jump around smiling! 

Here are some examples of some emojis you chould chose from!  Why not play
our video and join in with Steppin' UP's very own choreographer Danika! 
https://bit.ly/3cPmPzT

This is a classic game we all know and love but with a Steppin' UP twist as you dance
around using the dance style card below or get an adult or a sibling to shout out each
style!  

You could also change musical statues to musical bumps by being the quickest to sit
on the floor. But be careful you don't hurt yourselves! 

Use these dance games to have a boogie in your bedroom or
garden. Put on your favourite songs and dance!Dance Games 

The Emoji Game 

Musical Statues

#LightUPCreativity

HIP HOP Ballet

Street 
Dance

Ballroom 

Can Can Jazz

Modern Disco



Head to https://bit.ly/3h9yMDS
to find more activites to do at home! Here are some of the videos you can try out

#LightUPCreativity

Steppin' UP Video Index and More! 

Boogie Breakdance Learn some simple break
dancing moves with Danika!

Old School Tutorial 
Join Danika as she teaches you
how to dance like they did in

the 90's 'old skool' style! 

Mamma Mia!
Love Musical Theatre? 

This online workshop is the one
for you! Learn a super fun dance

routine to Dancing Queen

House Workshop

Dance Party

Build your dance vocabulary and
skills and learn how to dance

'house' style! 

Dance Party with Steppin' UP is
for anyone who wants to just

have some fun dancing to some
popular dance tracks! 



1) Frozen - Olaf 
2) Brave - Merida 
3) Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone -Dumbledore 
4) Pirates of the Caribbean - Jack Sparrow 
5) The Addams Family - Morticia Addams 
6) Despicable Me - Agnes 
7) Shrek - Donkey 
8) The Wizard of Oz - Dorothy 
9) Hairspray - Tracy Turnblad 
10) Matilda - Miss Trunchbull 

1) Mulan 
2) Aurora - 18 Lines 
3) Steamboat Willie 
4) Phillipe 
5) Hot Dogs! 
6) Melody 
7) Berlioz, Marie, Toulouse
8) C-3PO & R2-D2 
9) Jakku 
10) Ewoks 

ROUND 1 Answers

ROUND 2 Answers 

#LightUPCreativity

Quiz Answers

Head to our Facebook
Page 'LightUPDrama' to
check out our live and
previous quizzes and to

find more quiz
questions! 



Rock Painting

Light UP 
Video Index

Find all of our video Tutorials Here:
 https://bit.ly/2A9Q43i
 

#LightUPCreativity

How to make a Puppet

Obstacle Course

Monster Hopscotch

British Sign Language

Join Sam as she teaches you
how to make your own puppet

Want to learn a new skill?
Learn the alphabet in  British

Sign Language with Katy

Be creative with Sam and see
how you can paint some rocks! 

Watch how Hannah sets up her
obstacle course and see if you
can make yours even better! 

Have some fun with this Light
UP edition of Hopscotch! 



Submit to:
info@lightupdrama.org.uk

Deadline: 
31st July

Submit to:
info@lightupdrama.org.uk

Deadline: 
31st July

Competition Page! 

#LightUPCreativity

Bingo Card 
Send us your completed bingo

card and we'll pick one lucky
winner at random to win some

cool prizes! 

Submit to:
info@lightupdrama.org.uk

Deadline: 
31st August 

Submit to:
info@lightupdrama.org.uk

Deadline: 
31st August

Get the family together and
perform the fairytale you have

written! Film it and send it to us.
May the best family win! 

Family 
fairytale 

Daily Writing
Use one of the Daily Writing

Inspirations to write a short story.
We'll read through them and pick

our favourite! 
Be as creative and as wacky as you

like! 

Bookmarks 
Send us in a picture of your

completed bookmark and tell us the
reason for your decoration! 

We'll pick the most creative to win a
prize.

Colouring Sheet
Submit your completed colouring

sheet by taking a photo and
sending to us .

Submit to:
info@lightupdrama.org.uk

Deadline: 
31st August 

All competitions can also be entered by posting your entry
with our hashtag:



We hope you enjoyed our activity pack.  Don't forget to use the hashtag
#LightUPCreativty on social media to show us what you have been getting up to. 

We are a not for profit organisation, if you would like to, and are able to, you can
make a donation to our organisation. It would be much appreciated in keeping us
going in these times. Please head to our website to donate. Thank you. 

Join us at one of our classes by
heading to our website or email

us to find out more. 
Your first class is free! 

www.lightupdrama.org.uk www.steppinup.co.uk

info@lightupdrama.org.uk info@steppinup.co.uk


